Read the Standards that are the foundation for the Middle School Reparations Won curriculum unit. Did you learn
these skills in MS/HS/later in life? How? Which ones are most important for 8th grade students to learn/master? Why?
ISBE Social Emotional Learning Standards
1C. Demonstrate skill related to achieving personal and academic goals
3a. Set a short-term goal and make a plan for achieving it.
2A. Recognize the feelings and perspectives of others.
3b. Analyze how one’s behavior may affect others.
4a. Analyze similarities and differences between one’s own and others’ perspectives.
4b. Use conversation skills to understand others’ feelings and perspectives.
2B. Recognize individual and group similarities and differences.
4a. Analyze the origins and negative effects of stereotyping and prejudice.
4b. Demonstrate respect for individuals from different social and cultural groups.
2C. Use communication and social skills to interact effectively.
3b. Demonstrate cooperation and teamwork to promote group effectiveness.
4b. Evaluate one’s contribution in groups as a member and leader.
2D. Demonstrate an ability to prevent, manage, and resolve interpersonal conflicts in constructive ways.
4a. Analyze how listening and talking accurately help in resolving conflicts.
3A. Consider ethical, safety, and societal factors in making decisions.
3a. Evaluate how honesty, respect, fairness, and compassion enable one to take the needs of others into
account when making decisions.
3C. Contribute to the well-being of one’s school and community.
3b. Evaluate one’s participation in efforts to address an identified need in one’s local community.
4b. Plan, implement, and evaluate one’s participation in a group effort to contribute to one’s local community.
Common Core Standards:
- Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
- Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of the
source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.
- Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse
partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
- Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and
evaluate the motives (e.g., social, commercial, political) behind its presentation.
- Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence, sound
reasoning, and well-chosen details; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.
ISBE Standards:
- Critique the structure and credibility of arguments and explanations (self and others).
- Evaluate the powers and responsibilities of citizens, political parties, interest groups, and the media.
- Analyze the power and limits of governments, public officials, and bureaucracies at different levels in the United States
and other countries.
- Apply civic virtues and democratic principles in school and community settings.

Handout: Streams and Rivers: Influences on Your Views
Like the streams and small rivers that come together to form a larger river, your views are made up of
many factors. Some may have a large influence on your thinking on a specific issue, some a small
influence. You may not even be aware of all the influences.
Here are some kinds of factors that may influence your views:
●
●
●
●
●

Your personal experiences
Your personal values—what you believe is right and wrong
Your self-interest—what you think will be helpful or harmful to you
The experiences and ideas of family, friends, and other people you respect
The news media

You may think of other kinds of factors that have influenced you.
Think about your views on the police. What factors contribute to those views? Put the things that have
the largest influence on your views in the larger “streams” running into the river. Be specific. For
example, don’t just write “my values,” write “I believe in fairness and I do/don’t think the police are
fair.” You can have two streams that are the same kind of factor—for example, two streams could be
two different personal experiences. You can also add more streams/influences than are shown in the
drawing.
Based on the drawing, what would you say influences your views on police? Did completing this graphic
provide any insights into how your views have been shaped?
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BURGE Document 3
Sentencing of Jon Burge by U.S. District Court Judge Joan Lefkow, January 24, 2011.
Note: Burge was indicted by the United States Attorney in February 2008 for one count (charge) of
perjury (lying) and two counts of obstruction of justice. In 2010 a jury found him guilty of all three
counts.

You’re here today having been convicted by a jury of two counts of obstruction of justice and
one count of perjury in connection with making false statements in a lawsuit….
You denied any knowledge of torture of the plaintiff or of any other torture or abuse having
occurred under your direction or command. You denied it in answers to the interrogatories, and
you maintained that denial under oath in this courtroom where you testified in your own defense.
Unfortunately for you the jury did not believe you, and I must agree that I did not either….
The freedom that we treasure most of all in this country is the right to live free of governmental
abuse of power. . . . those of us who are entrusted with governmental power take an oath upon
entering office that we will uphold the law. For the police it means to protect the safety of the
people so they may go about their lives peaceably and productively as they see fit, and to use
their abilities and resources to identify those who commit crimes that threaten their safety. It is
obvious that officers who do this important work must operate within the bounds of the law.
When a confession is coerced, the truth of the confession is called into question. When this
becomes widespread, . . . the administration of justice is undermined irreparably. How can one
trust that justice will be served when the justice system has been so defiled? This is why the
crimes of obstructing justice and perjury, and even more so when it is about matters relating to
the duties of one’s office, are serious offenses. . . .
[I]t is the judgment of this court that the defendant Jon Burge is hereby committed to the custody
of the Bureau of Prisons to be imprisoned for a term of 54 months on counts 1, 2, and 3, all terms
to run concurrently.
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REPARATIONS Document 2
Resolution, City Council of Chicago, May 6, 2015

BE IT RESOLVED, That we, the Mayor and Members of the City Council of the City of
Chicago, on behalf of all Chicagoans—
(1) acknowledge and condemn, as evil and reprehensible, any and all acts of torture and abuse
inflicted upon the Burge victims; and
(2) apologize to the Burge victims for these horrific and inexcusable acts; and
(3) express our most solemn regrets to the families of the Burge victims for any and all harm
that they suffered as a consequence of the ordeal that their loved ones were subjected to;
and
(4) remember these past events, to ensure that this sad chapter in our City’s history is never
forgotten; and
(5) reaffirm our City’s commitment to righting the wrongs of the past, and in so doing,
reassure Chicago’s residents that such wrongs will not be repeated . . .
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REPARATIONS Document 3
Resolution, City Council of Chicago, May 6, 2015

Because education about the transgressions of the past is essential to
laying claim to a future that is free of racism, discrimination, inequality
and cruelty, the City of Chicago plans to work with Chicago Torture
Justice Memorials, an advocacy organization committed to honoring and
seeking justice for survivors of Chicago police violence, to construct a
permanent memorial to the Burge victims; and, beginning in the 20152016 school year, the Chicago Public Schools will incorporate into its
existing U.S. history curriculum for eighth-grade and tenth-grade
students a lesson about the Burge case and its legacy….

REPARATIONS Document 3: Modified
If we want a future free of racism, discrimination, inequality, and cruelty, we must educate people about
the Burge case and its legacy. To ensure that, the Chicago Public Schools will incorporate a lesson about
the Burge case and its legacy for eighth-grade and tenth-grade students beginning in the 2015-2016
school year. The City of Chicago also plans to work with the advocacy organization named Chicago
Torture Justice Memorials to construct a permanent memorial honoring the Burge victims.
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Handout: Police Torture in Chicago
Between 1972 and 1991, Chicago Police Commander Jon Burge and officers who worked for him
tortured more than 100 men in their custody. The torture occurred on Chicago’s Southeast and West
Sides. Burge and most of his officers were white. Nearly all of the people they tortured were African
American. For many years, people outside the black community did not believe the claims of people
who were tortured.
Torture is illegal in the United States. Even the government—including local and federal police officers—
cannot legally torture a person. Persons who are suspected or charged with a crime cannot be tortured
to give evidence. Yet this terrible scandal occurred. What happened?
Defining Torture
Under U.S. laws, torture is:
an act committed by a person acting under the color of law specifically intended to inflict severe
physical or mental pain or suffering (other than pain or suffering incidental to lawful sanctions) upon
another person within his custody or physical control (18 United States Code § 2340)
People who are found guilty of committing torture can be sentenced to up to 20 years in jail. If someone
dies as a result of torture, the torturer can be sentenced to life in prison. A person who helps plan
torture but does not actually torture someone is subject to the same penalties.
Torture violates the following rights protected under the U.S. Constitution:
Protection against excessive force (Fourth Amendment)
Right to an attorney (Fifth Amendment)
Protection against self-incrimination (Fifth Amendment)
Protection against cruel and unusual punishment (Eighth Amendment)
Right to due process (Fourteenth Amendment)
Torture also violates international law. The United Nations Convention Against Torture (1984) defines
and prohibits torture. The United States has signed this convention.
Jon Burge and His Times
Jon Burge was born and raised on the Southeast Side of Chicago. He graduated from Bowen High School.
Burge served in the U.S. Army, working at a prisoner of war camp in Vietnam. He joined the Chicago
Police Department in 1969. In 1972 Burge was promoted to the rank of detective. Later that year, the
first documented cases of police torture took place. More than 100 cases would occur before Jon Burge
was fired in 1993.
Chicago in the 1970s reflected what was happening in the United States. The nation was fighting an
unpopular war. This war created great controversy among Americans. Like other cities, Chicago was
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divided by race and class. Inflation and increasing gas prices ate away at people’s incomes and savings.
By the first part of the 1980s, the U.S. economy was faltering. Chicago’s great steel industry, which had
powered the nation’s economy for decades, collapsed. Manufacturers closed their plants and moved to
other states or overseas. Many people in Chicago and across the country felt that the American dream
did not work anymore.
Crime surged in the 1970s and 1980s. The murder rate in Chicago and across the country climbed to
twice what it was in the early 1960s. In Chicago, the rate of major crimes rose from 3,000 crimes for
every 100,000 people in 1970 to 6,000 in 1980. It climbed to more than 10,000 in 1990. People felt
threatened. They responded positively to leaders who promised to be “tough on crime” and criminals.
Chicago and its police department reflected these trends. Two incidents brought attention to the
department:
In August 1968, the Democratic National Convention was held in Chicago. Many demonstrators
were on hand. Police clubbed demonstrators, beat reporters, and even attacked ordinary
citizens who were nearby. There were 668 arrests, and 192 police officers were injured. Images
of police attacking demonstrators were seen around the world.
In December 1969, Black Panther Party leaders Fred Hampton and Mark Clark were shot and
killed by officers working for the state's attorney. The police claimed that Hampton and Clark
were heavily armed. An investigation disproved these claims. Hampton’s and Clark’s relatives
won a multimillion-dollar payment from the City of Chicago.
In this time of rapid economic change, racial tensions, and rising crime, the Chicago Police Department
failed to respond to the actions of Jon Burge and his subordinates.
Police Torture in Chicago
Jon Burge and police officers under his command tortured
people suspected of crimes. They used a variety of
methods. Victims were shocked with electricity. They were
burned with a cigarette lighter, beaten, and tied up. Police
used a special device that generated electrical shocks,
which they called “the n***** box.” Victims were held for
days without food or access to a bathroom. They weren’t
allowed to contact anyone. They were denied sleep and left
naked. They were hooded, threatened with death, and
forced to participate in mock executions.
Some of the people who were tortured had committed
terrible crimes. In 1982, Andrew Wilson killed two Chicago
Police officers, William Fahey and Richard O'Brien. Wilson
was captured and tortured by Jon Burge. Wilson was tried and sentenced to death for the murders. He
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successfully challenged his death sentence but was convicted of murder in a new trial. He died in prison
in 2007.
Some of the tortured people had not committed any crimes. Some of these people were tried in court,
convicted, and sent to prison. Others were tortured and released. Jon Burge became Commander of
Chicago Police Area 3 on the city’s West Side in 1986. He was still commander in 1991 when thirteenyear-old Marcus Wiggins was brought to Area 3 police headquarters. Wiggins was questioned about a
murder. He was beaten and given electric shocks but never charged with a crime. In 1993, he filed a
lawsuit in federal court claiming that his civil rights were violated by police officers at Area 3. Jon Burge
was named in the suit. The City of Chicago, which represented Jon Burge, reached a settlement with
Wiggins.
The Fate of Jon Burge
At least 26 officers were identified as part of Burge’s program of torture. Although evidence was
available as early as 1982, no government or law enforcement leaders paid much attention for many
years. The Chicago Police Department’s Office of Professional Standards said in two separate reports
that Burge and his men had committed torture. Through pressure from community groups, survivors
and their advocates, and the public, the department finally suspended Burge in 1991. In 1993 he was
fired. A multi-year investigation found in 2006 that Burge and his men likely committed torture.
However, investigators concluded, they could not be prosecuted because the statute of limitations had
passed. The U.S. Attorney brought charges of perjury (lying) and obstruction of justice against Burge in
2008. He was found guilty in 2010. In 2011 he was sentenced to 4-1/2 years in prison. He was released
from a half-way house in 2015.
Jon Burge has received a monthly pension of several thousand dollars since he was fired from the
Chicago Police Department. In 2011 the Retirement Board for the Chicago police considered whether to
end his pension. The vote was tied—four current or former Chicago police officers voted he should keep
his pension, and four civilian trustees voted he should lose it. Because of the tie vote, Burge kept his
pension. The Illinois Attorney General tried to stop the payments. But the Illinois Supreme Court said the
Retirement Board had the final say. To date, Jon Burge is the only person prosecuted for the Chicago
police torture scandal.
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Handout: Map of Chicago Police Department Areas 2 and 3
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Photo Source: People’s Law Office, http://peopleslawoffice.com/issues-and-cases/chicago-police-torture/.

Handout: Community Responses to Police Torture
Version C: African American Community Members
Until the early 1990s, the torture by Jon Burge and his officers went largely unnoticed outside the
African American community. Elected officials, law enforcement, and the general public were not aware
of what happened or did not respond. In the face of inaction, survivors, community activists, and
attorneys did take action. Here are some of their stories.
African Americans in Chicago heard the stories about Jon Burge and his accomplices. The Chicago Police
Department, which was mostly white, was not always believed in African American communities.
Relations were often tense between police and residents of black neighborhoods. These stories of
torture painfully reminded African Americans that things like this had happened before in American
history.
People in the African American communities believed the stories. They began forming organizations
that would work to get justice and end the abuse and torture of African Americans. They also worked to
support the survivors. These organizations and other activists conducted teach-ins and demonstrations.
They picketed City Hall and in downtown Chicago. They published information. They spoke with elected
officials in order to gain support for new laws. They formed partnerships with interested people in other
communities who could help them.
Attorney Standish Willis founded Black People Against Police
Torture (BPAPT) to encourage the support of the African American
community. He believed that those seeking legal justice for the
survivors should look like the survivors—that is, be African
American. BPAPT set out to prove that police torture was a
violation of human rights. They also aimed to show that torture in
Chicago violated international agreements about torture. Willis
organized a partnership between many different people and groups
including attorneys, educators, activists, and survivors. The people
in the partnership told their stories before the Organization of
American States. They asked for a special prosecutor to investigate
police torture in Chicago. They made a report to the United Nations
and brought a representative from the UN to Chicago to investigate.
The United Nations Committee on Torture reported major concerns
about torture and abuse by the police in Chicago.

Standish Willis speaks on his
appeal to the United
Nations.

Willis and BPAPT also wrote a bill to be introduced at the state
legislature in Springfield. The bill would create a state commission with power to hear the torture cases.
The commission would be able to free survivors or to grant them new trials. In 2009, the Illinois Torture
Inquiry and Relief Commission Act (TIRC) was signed into law. This commission is the only one of its kind
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in the United States. Nowhere else in the United States is there such a commission to support survivors
of police torture.

Questions for Discussion:
According to the text, what were some of the ways people responded to the torture committed
by Jon Burge and others?
Do you think “everyday people” can make change and find justice? Use evidence from the text
to support your claim.
Are there heroes in this story? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.

Photo Source: Mikal Veale, “Political Prisoners: Government, Police, and Incarceration,” The Final Call, March 10,
2010, http://www.finalcall.com/artman/publish/National_News_2/article_6814.shtml.
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Handout: Designing a Police Department
Imagine that you have been asked to make a plan for the police department in a new community. Use
the following questions to guide your planning?
1

Is a police department needed in a new city? Why or why not?

If you said a police department is needed:
2

Which of the following purposes for having a police department is most important to your group?
Choose three.
___ Protect the people’s safety
___ Protect people’s freedom
___ Protect property
___ Investigate crime
___ Gather evidence
___ Arrest suspects accused of crimes
___ Maintain order
___ Help people in times of crisis or emergency
___ Educate people, including students, about the law, law enforcement, and being safe
___ Build community involvement
___ Solve disputes among citizens

3

Using the purposes you chose in answering question 2, write a mission statement for the new police
department. A mission statement is a brief written declaration—one or two sentences—that
explains what an organization wants to achieve.

If you said a police department is not needed:
4

5

How will you achieve the purposes outlined in number 2 above? Choose three of those purposes
that you think are important for a community. Then describe how you would make them happen
without a police force? Would you have some other kind of organization to work on these
purposes? Would you organize the community to achieve them? Be as detailed as you can.
Write a mission statement for the organization that will be take on the job of achieving the purposes
you selected from number 2 above. A mission statement is a brief written declaration—one or two
sentences—that explains what an organization wants to achieve.
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Handout: Gallery Walk Worksheet
As you review the work of each group in your class, use this worksheet to take note of important
information and questions relating to how government responded to police torture in Chicago. Then
think about the questions on the next page.

BURGE
Investigation and
Prosecution of Jon Burge

TIRC
Torture Inquiry and Relief
Commission

REPARATIONS
City of Chicago
“Reparations for Burge
Torture Victims” ordinance

What branch of
government was
acting?
(legislative,
executive,
judicial)
What level of
government was
involved? (city,
county, state,
federal)

What was the
purpose of the
action?

Who was/ is
affected by the
action?
Why was this
action important
in creating change
and seeking
justice? How did it
help meet the
goals of the
community?
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Handout: Looking to the Future: Some Proposals
You will be taking part in a town meeting. A town meeting is a meeting at which people can exchange
views on important issues.
Your group will represent either the police or community activists (your teacher will assign you a role).
Each member of your group will speak briefly (one minute) on one of the proposals below. You will also
have a chance to ask questions about other groups’ ideas. Work together to prepare for the
presentations so that every group member is familiar with every proposal.
As you analyze each proposal, think about the following questions:
What are the advantages of the proposal from your group’s perspective?
What are the disadvantages of the proposal from your group’s perspective?
If you like the proposal, are there aspects you could give up to reach agreement?
If you do not like the proposal, are there aspects you could accept to reach agreement?
At the end of the town hall meeting, you will have an open discussion to try to reach agreement on one
or more proposals.
Proposal 1: Giving Civilians Control of the Police Department
The Movement for Black Lives has proposed that civilian review boards be given real power over police
departments. They propose that civilian boards have the following powers:
Power to hire and fire officers.
Power to determine disciplinary action when excessive or deadly force is used or sexual
misconduct occurs.
Power to set the budget for the police department.
Power to set the policies that police officers must follow on the street and when they have
people in custody. This would include policies on how youth are treated when they become
involved with the police. For example, policies could stress helping young people rather than
charging them with crimes.
Supporters of this proposal believe that it will provide true accountability for the police department.
They also argue that it will build community trust and keep the community safe, especially people of
color, the LGBTQ community, and others who have been the victims of police violence.
Proposal 2: Multi-Point Plan to Improve Police-Community Relations
The Center for Public Safety Management and the International Association of Chiefs of Police have
proposed a multi-point plan for building trust between the community and police. Their points include:
Build collaboration between local police and the public. Creating a problem-solving partnership
between the police chief and city manager is also critical.
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Make sure policies on the use of force, mass demonstrations, consent before searches, and
gender identification are clear and comprehensive.
Support the philosophy of community policing, an approach in which police build ties and work
closely with the community. This can be done by emphasizing protection, fair procedures, and
dignity for all.
Avoid policies that criminalize youth. Support youth leadership and development. Provide
incentives for officers to be role models for youth.
Stop racial profiling, sexual harassment, or misconduct, and other practices that treat some
segments of the population differently.
Improve training on bias, adopting a protector versus a warrior mindset, and other areas that
create mistrust with the community.
Proposal 3: Engaging the Community
The National Crime Prevention Council has for many years advocated getting the community involved
with the police department as a way of improving police-community relations and preventing crime.
Some of the ways that community members can become involved are:
Learn more about police work by signing up for a citizen police academy or a police ride-along.
Become a police volunteer to assist police in the community as well as to assist crime victims.
Get involved in Neighborhood Watch programs that help protect the community.
Create citizen groups to work with police and hold police accountable.
Invite law enforcement officials to work with community members in positive settings. For
example, ask police officers to present at a community meeting on how to improve the
community’s security and safety.
Support community policing approaches by cooperating with police officers working in the
neighborhood.
Proposal 4: Focus on Youth
Organizations such as Project Nia have focused on how police interact with youth and the policies that
provide the frame for those interactions. Changing youth-police relations can make a difference for
many years to come. Some of the actions proposed in this area are:
Working to make sure juvenile crime records are expunged so that young people do not have to
carry the stigma of a criminal record with them throughout life.
Educating the community and the police about the negative effects of incarcerating young
people.
Closing youth prisons.
Involving young people in advocacy for policies that support positive youth-police relations.
Ensuring that police officers who work in schools receive specialized training to make sure they
understand how best to work with young people. This training should include alternatives to use
of force when students, including students with mental health issues, are “out of control.”
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Handout: A Student’s View on the Future
An op-ed is an opinion piece. Anyone can write an op-ed and submit it to a newspaper or post it online.
Most op-eds are written by adults, but students also have views that can educate others.
You have studied the Burge torture scandal in more depth than many Chicagoans. Thus, your ideas
about how we can avoid such horrible events in the future and build better police-community relations
should be considered.
Your job is to write an op-ed that could appear in a Chicago newspaper or on an opinion blog. Your oped should answer the question: What should we—the community and the police/city—do to avoid
future problems and build better police-community relations?
Your op-ed should include the following elements:
Background on the Burge torture scandal. Remember: Your readers may not know much about
the scandal, the factors that allowed it to happen, or the response of citizens and government.
You will need to provide enough information to let them understand your recommendations.
A recommendation for one action the community can take to ensure that a torture scandal can
never happen again and/or to build better police-community relations.
Arguments in support of your recommendation for community action. Use evidence from the
primary and secondary documents you have been working with to support your claim. For
example, you may want to refer to actions that community members have taken in response to
the torture scandal.
A recommendation for one action the police/city can take to prevent a torture scandal from
happening and/or build better police-community relations.
Arguments in support of your recommendation for action by police/policymakers. Again, use
evidence from the primary and secondary documents you have been working with to support
your claim. For example, you may want to refer to actions that community members have taken
in response to the torture scandal.
An interest-grabbing opener and a call to action to close the op-ed.
Keep in mind what you know about effective writing and check the Op-Ed Rubric to be sure you know
how your op-ed will be assessed.
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Additional Resources
Chicago Public Schools
Restorative Practices Guide and Toolkit, Chicago: Chicago Public Schools, Office of Social and Emotional
Learning, https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1oQpdmVJg3Fb2ZPLWlJSTJjTHM/.
Civic Organizations
American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois | http://www.aclu-il.org/
Amnesty International | http://www.amnestyusa.org/
Black People Against Police Torture |
Black Youth Project | http://blackyouthproject.com/
CeaseFire Illinois | http://cureviolence.org/partners/illinois-partners/
Chicago Committee to Defend the Bill of Rights | http://www.ccdbr.org
Chicago Freedom School - http://chicagofreedomschool.org/
Chicago Torture Justice Memorials | http://chicagotorture.org/
Chicago Urban League | http://www.thechicagourbanleague.org/
Criminal and Juvenile Justice Project, The University of Chicago |
http://www.law.uchicago.edu/clinics/mandel/juvenile
Human Rights Watch | https://www.hrw.org/about/get-local/chicago
Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights | http://icirr.org/
MacArthur Justice Center, Bluhm Legal Clinic, Northwestern University |
http://www.law.northwestern.edu/legalclinic/macarthur/
Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund |
http://www.maldef.org/about/offices/midwest/index.html
National Conference of Black Lawyers| http://www.ncbl.org/chapters/chicago-chapter/
National Black Police Association | http://www.blackpolice.org/midwest.html
People’s Law Office | http://peopleslawoffice.com
Project Nia | http://www.project-nia.org/
Safer Foundation | http://www.saferfoundation.org/
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Additional Resources (cont.):
Government Organizations
Independent Police Review Authority, City of Chicago |
http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/ipra.html
Law Office of the Cook County Public Defender
http://www.cookcountycourt.org/FORPEOPLEWITHOUTLAWYERS.aspx
Torture Inquiry and Relief Commission, State of Illinois
http://www.illinois.gov/tirc/Pages/default.aspx

RECOMMENDED:
Excellent 8 min video for more information (including quite a few survivors): https://vimeo.com/66072494
The Chicago Torture Justice Center - http://chicagotorturejustice.org/
The Chicago Torture Justice Memorials: http://chicagotorture.org/
Video of CPS announcing curriculum (2 minutes): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SVBkIxlIx8

Video of CPD Superintendent talking to CPS students (2 minutes):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbTYGaAsiHI
INCREDIBLE video (a survivor’s testimony, and Burge and 2 others): https://youtu.be/A0sJXxPkZLg
If don’t have 30 minutes…we recommend watching (the start)-10ish minutes, then
A bit at 19:30ish, 25ish, 32ish, and 35ish

